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Abstract In this paper, we consider algorithmic approaches for effectively pro
viding data services for mobile users with different levels of priorities 
in a DS-CDMA system. The priority level of a user is specified by a 
factor that is a weighting on the instantaneous data throughput of the 
user. We define the weighted instantaneous aggregate data through
put (or the weighted channel efficiency) and use it to characterize the 
performance of the prioritized data service. Our prioritized data ser
vice is implemented so that the weighted instantaneous aggregate data 
throughput is maximized via efficient power and spreading gain allo
cation. We obtain properties of an optimal allocation that provides 
the maximum weighted instantaneous aggregate data throughput. Us
ing these properties, we develop an efficient algorithm for computing 
the optimal power and spreading gain allocation. We also propose two 
suboptimal algorithms that are very fast and simple to implement. 
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1. Introduction 
As demands increase for data services over mobile wireless networks, 

the effective use of limited radio resource (channel bandwidth) becomes 
an imperative in wireless mobile data communications [1, 2]. Often the 
non-real-time data services are less sensitive to delays compared to real
time services, and can be provided on a best-effort basis. There has been 
significant work on exploiting the delay tolerance of the data services to 
achieve high aggregate data throughput via an efficient allocation of the 
radio resource. Specifically, attempts have been made on power control 
and spreading gain allocation to maximize the aggregate non-real-time 
data throughput in a direct-sequence code-division multiple access (OS
COMA) system [2, 3, 4]. 

In this paper, we consider algorithmic approaches for effectively pro
viding data services for mobile users with different levels of priorities in 
a OS-CDMA system. The priority level of a user is specified by a factor 
that is a weighting on the instantaneous data throughput of the user. 
Firstly we define the weighted instantaneous aggregate data through
put (or· the weighted channel efficiency) and use it to characterize the 
performance of the prioritized data service. Our prioritized data ser
vice is implemented so that the weighted instantaneous aggregate data 
throughput is maximized via efficient power and spreading gain alloca
tion. This allows us to avoid dictating a strict priority service in which 
a lower-priority user is serviced only if services for all higher-priority 
users have been completed. Obviously this strict priority service can 
lead to a waste of the limited radio resource, since it cannot adapt ef
fectively to time-varying channel quality due to fading, shadowing, and 
distance loss [5]. Secondly, we obtain properties of an optimal allocation 
that maximizes the weighted instantaneous aggregate data throughput. 
Using these properties, we develop an efficient algorithm for computing 
the optimal power and spreading gain allocation. We also propose two 
suboptimal algorithms that are very fast and simple to implement. 

2. System Model 
We consider the uplink in the OS-COMA mobile packet data network 

that consists of M mobile data users and a single base station. The 
mobile users transmit streams of data packets over a common radio 
channel using their respective terminal-specific spreading codes. Let us 
denote by gi (gi > 0) the instantaneous channel gain between user i and 
the base station at an instant. Also, let us denote by Wi (Wi> 0) the 
weighting factor on the instantaneous throughput of the user i. The 
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value of Wi specifies the priority level of user i. The larger relative to 
other users' the value Wi is, the higher the priority level of user i is. The 
priority levels are discrete. Let us denote the number of priority levels 
by L and the weighting factor of the levell by wI, respectively. Assume 
that wI > ... > w L . Obviously, Wi E {wI : 1 = 1, ... , L}, i = 1, ... , M. 

We assume that without loss of generality wI9I > ... > WM9M. Each 
user can use the transmit power in an interval of zero to the maxi
mum power Pmax. The bit-energy-to-interference-power-spectral-density 
Eb/10 of user i is given by 

(1) 

where Pi and Ni are, respectively, the power and spreading gain of user 
i, q is the background interference and thermal noise power, and a is 
a constant depending on statistical characteristics between the spread
ing codes of users. The weighted instantaneous aggregate throughput 
(weighted channel efficiency) is defined by the weighted sum of each 
user's instantaneous throughput. That is, 

M 
C(p, N) = L (3 f( Pif:tNi ), 

i=I q + a L-j=IJi:iPj9j 
(2) 

where (3 is the ratio of the channel code rate to the number of bits per 
packet. The function f represents the probability of a successful packet 
transmission. We assume that f is differentiable and non-decreasing 
in Eb/10. In this work, we assume that spreading gains can be real 
numbers for the simplicity of our analysis. Since the priority levels are 
specified by the weighting factors, the ratio of a pair of weighting fac
tors becomes a quotient of relative prioritization between the pair of 
corresponding priority levels. Note that the weighted channel efficiency 
(2) with Wi = 1, i = 1, ... ,M, becomes the instantaneous aggregate 
throughput in [4]. 

3. Jointly Optimal Power and Spreading Gain 
In order to maximize the weighted channel efficiency in the DS-CDMA 

networks, it is essential to mitigate the impact due to the multiple ac
cess interference (MAl) and time-varying channel quality. Specifically 
we maximize the weighted channel efficiency C(p, N) by efficiently al
locating the power and spreading gain. This results in an optimization 
problem to obtain the optimal combination of power and spreading gain 
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allocation such that 
maxC(p,N) 
p,N 

(3) 

subject to 0 ::; Pi ::; Pmax and Ni > 0 for i = 1, ... M. We can fortu
nately apply results in [4] to represent the optimum spreading gains of 
the optimization problem (3) as a function of the respective transmission 
power of M users. 

Proposition 1 [4]: The optimal spreading gain Nt of user i is 

= ",*(q + a 
t , 

Pigi 

i = 1, ... M, where 
1 

",* = arg max - 1(",). 
112':1 '" 

(4) 

(5) 

Substituting (4) into (2), we can see that the weighted channel effi
ciency depends upon p only. As a consequence, Proposition 1 allows us 
to reduce the optimization problem into a much simpler power control 
problem as follows. C (p) denotes C (p, N* (p) ). 

maxC(p) 
p 

subject to 0 ::; Pi ::; Pmax, i = 1, ... M. 

(6) 

We obtained properties of an optimal solution to this power allocation 
problem. Two most important properties (necessary conditions) of the 
optimal solution are summarized as follows. Due to the limited space, 
proofs are omitted. 

Lemma 1: Suppose that p* = (Pi, ... ,PM) solves the optimization prob
lem (6). Then, pi = 0 or pi = Pmax for all i E {I, ... ,M}. 

Lemma 2: Suppose that p* = (Pi, ... ,PM) solves the optimization prob
lem (6), and suppose that pj = Pmax for some j E {I, ... ,M}. Then, 
pi = Pmax for all i E {I, ... , M} such that both Wigi > Wjgj and Wi Wj 
are satisfied. 

Lemma 1 reduces further the power control problem into a simple power 
assignment problem, which can be solved more efficiently. Lemma 2 
helps to reduce significantly the number of candidate solutions, thereby 
the computational cost required to verify their optimality. The follow
ing two lemmas are also useful in implementing an efficient algorithm for 
solving the optimization problem. Let gmax = max{gi : i = 1, ... , M} 
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and gmin = min{gi : i = 1, ... ,M}. 

Lemma 3: If u:,.l!;;, pi = Pmax and pi = 0, i = 2,3, ... , M. 

L /. If pma.,9ma", < 1 wL * - fior all- E {I M} emma.lf. q - a MwL(M-2)wL' Pi - Pmax • , ... , . 

We use the results of Lemmas 3 and 4 in implementing power alloca
tion algorithms for obtaining an optimal or suboptimal solution to the 
problem (6). The allocation algorithms are described in the following 
section. 

Recall that the weighted channel efficiency (2) without prioritization 
becomes the instantaneous aggregate throughput in [4]. Accordingly, 
the instantaneous aggregate throughput maximization in [4] is a special 
case of the weighted channel maximization problem (6). It is easy to 
show that Lemmas 2-4 for no prioritization reduce to their corresponding 
results in [4], respectively. 

4. Power and Spreading Gain Allocation 
Algorithms 

Our algorithm OPT solves the power assignment problem (6) to ob
tain an optimal solution. It generates efficiently all the candidate solu
tions satisfying the necessary condition of Lemma 2. OPT then com
pares their respective weighted channel efficiencies to determine an op
timal solution. We also propose two suboptimal algorithms SAl and 
SA 2. They are very fast and simple to implement. We denote by Ip 
and respectively, the index sets of users withpmax assigned and with 
no power assigned. It is convenient to represent by irin the index of 
the user in with the highest channel gain in priority level I, i.e., 
irin = min{i E : Wi = wi}, I = 1, ... ,L, if it exists. It is also conve
nient to represent by imin the index of the user in with the smallest 
index without concern about priority levels, i.e., imin = min{i E I;}. 
The algorithms begin with Ip = cf> and return Ip as a suboptimal solution. 

Suboptimal Algorithm 1 fSA1} 
Step 1: Set Ip = cf> and Cmax = O. 
Step 2: For I = 1, ... , L, find, if it exists, irin , assign Pmax to users 
in Ip U {iFin} and compute its weighted channel efficiency 0, for this 
assignment. 
Step 3: Find f = argmax{a, : I = 1, ... , L}. 
Step 4: If Or < Cmax , stop and return Ip. Otherwise, update the index 
set Ip by Ip U {irin }. Update I; by the complement of Ip and amax by 
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Gr, respectively. 
Step 5: If the cardinality of Ip is equal to M, stop and return Ip. Oth
erwise, go to Step 2. 

Suboptimal Algorithm 2 JSA2} 
Step 1: Set Ip = 4> and Cmaz = O. 
Step 2: Find i min • Assign Pmaz to users in Ip U { imin} and compute its 
weighted channel efficiency Go for this assignment. 
Step 9: If Go < Gmax , stop and return Ip. Otherwise, update the index 
set Ip by Ip U {imin }. Update I; by the complement of Ip and Gmax by 
Go, respectively. 
Step 4: If the cardinality of Ip is equal to M, stop and return Ip. Oth
erwise, go to Step 2. 

SAl and SA2 are not necessarily intended to generate a solution sat
isfying the necessary conditions, but they give a solution satisfying the 
conditions. In Step 2 of SAl and SA2, we compute the weighted chan
nel efficiency for a given power assignment p using the optimal spread
ing gain N*(p) of (4) corresponding to this assignment. In fact, the 
spreading gain allocation of (4) is always assumed for a given optimal or 
suboptimal power allocation in this paper. 

When wi are identical for all 1 = 1, ... , L, OPT, SAl, and SA2 are 
basically identical and give an optimal solution. This is also true when 
wl+1 jwl , 1 = 1, ... , L - 1, are sufficiently small.1 We implemented an 
algorithm (MAX) for maximizing the unweighted instantaneous aggre
gate data throughput, and a strict priority service algorithm (STR). 
STR implements a strict priority service in which a lower-priority user 
is serviced only if services for all higher-priority users have been com
pleted. Note that MAX and STR solve the problem (6), respectively, for 
the above two special cases: wi, I = 1, ... ,L, are identical and wl+1 jwl , 

1 = 1, ... ,L - 1, are sufficiently small. 

5. Numerical Experiments 
Numerical experiments were performed in C-language on a 933-MHz 

Pentium III PC. First we compared the performances of our OPT, SAl, 
and SA2 algorithms for M = 6 and M = 12 with L = 3. The weighting 
factors of the three priority levels were set to 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25, respec
tively. The number of users in each level is assumed two and four for 
M = 6 and M = 12, respectively. We obtained the computational time 
and weighted aggregate instantaneous throughput for each allocation 
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Table 1. Performance Comparison of OPT, SAl, and SA!! Algorithms. 

Weighted channel efficiency 
Computational time (J.ls) 

OPT 

1.52 
6.31 

M=6 

SAl 

1.52 
1.31 

SA!! OPT 

1.52 
0.16 

2.63 
35.1 

M=12 

SAl 

2.63 
1.48 

SA!! 

2.63 
0.16 

Table!!. Aggregate and Weighted Aggregate Data Throughputa of MAX, SA!!, and 
STR Algorithms. 

M=6 M=12 

MAX SA!! STR MAX SA!! STR 

Weighted Aggregate Throughput 1.13 1.24 0.88 0.68 0.95 0.43 
Aggregate Throughputb 3.01 2.75 0.88 2.25 2.10 0.43 

a(xlO-1). bpackets/user/s. 

update. For this comparison each user is assumed to have an infinite 
supply of packets. The distance model in [2, 6] with log-normal fading 
is assumed with the parameter set similar to the one given in [2]. We 
assumed q = -97 dB, Pmax = 100 mW, and O! = 1.0. 

Table 1 indicates that SA2 is 39.4 and 219.4 times faster than OPT, 
respectively, for M = 6 and M = 12. They also indicate that SA2 is 8.19 
and 9.25 times faster than SAl, respectively, for M = 6 and M = 12. 
Clearly, the computational advantage of SA2 is more significant as the 
number of users increases. Compared to OPT, the weighted aggregate 
instantaneous throughput was 99.5% and 99.2%, respectively, for SAl 
and SA2 for M = 6. They were 99.3% and 99.2%, respectively, for SAl 
and SA2 for M = 12. These results indicate that the computational 
advantage of SA2 is significant and it generates a suboptimal allocation 
that gives the weighted aggregate instantaneous throughput very close 
to the theoretical upper limit that we can achieve. 

We also implemented the strict priority service algorithm (STR) and 
an algorithm (MAX) for maximizing the unweighted instantaneous ag
gregate data throughput. The weighting factors were set to 1.0 and 
0.25, respectively. Only one user was assumed to be serviced with level 
1. The numerical results of our experiment are presented in Table 2. 
The ratios of the weighted channel efficiency were 0.71 and 0.91 for 
(STR)/(SA2) and (MAX)/(SA2), respectively, for M =6. The ratios of 
the unweighted channel efficiency were 0.29 and 0.91 for (STR)/(MAX) 
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and (SA2)/(MAX), respectively, for M =6. The ratios were 0.45, 0.72, 
and 0.19, 0.93 for M =12. These ratios show that SA2 is superior to 
STR in terms of both the weighted and unweighted channel efficiency. 
They also show that SA2 performs a trade-off between channel efficiency 
and strict prioritization. In fact, SA2 implements a relative prioritiza
tion at the cost of a graceful loss of channel efficiency. This relative 
prioritization might be useful for providing a certain level of premium 
data services against transmission delays due to congestion while keeping 
channel efficiency reasonably maintained. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we considered algorithmic approaches for effectively 
providing data services for mobile users with different levels of priorities 
in a DS-CDMA system. Our algorithms implement a trade-off between 
channel efficiency and strict prioritization. 
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Notes 
1 w'+l < aMpm .. ,,9mjn l 1 L 1 W h w'+l th t th" al't . -;;;r _ q+aMpmu9rn .. ,,' = , ... , -. e can c oose -;;;r so a IS mequ I y 
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